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Making the most of your Zoom lessons
by Selvi Wensor

In the secondary school, the ability to show correct working steps in
calculations become an important aspect of assessment tasks including
tests and exams. The conventions and correct use of the symbols are
important. For example, equal sign means that what is on the left of the
equal sign is the same as what is written on the right of it. Very often I
see students write equal sign in places without the understanding of the
balance nature of the equal sign. During tutorials we work through
issues such as these and make sure students get into the right habits
when it comes to communicating mathematically.

With an increase in online lessons via Zoom, often I don’t see exercise
books or even marked tests. I do model the working out process on the
whiteboard on Zoom however unless the student has a touch screen, I
am unable to ask them to show their written steps. So if students are
entirely doing their lessons via Zoom, I encourage them to send me their
assessment tasks or reports so I can keep an eye of whether they are
showing the working steps correctly. 
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